INNOVATING IN ECONOMIC STRESS - CHAPTER 2

Innovate or Fail

To grow and increase share when inflation is rising you need to
•

Offer new products or services

•

Targeted marketing using consumer insight

•

Increase venues and/or capacity

Food is seen as an essential industry, the volume of demand relatively
stable, an industry that can perform well in economic stress (in
comparison to others) and has survived uncertainty in the market
previously. Demand remains relatively inflexible to changes of income,
consumers can only cut spending by so much.
Businesses that do well are those that provide goods or services that
increase in demand due to the cost of living crisis. A cut back in one
area will see increased demand in another: opting for a less expensive
item is still a purchase, eat out but maybe at a less expensive restaurant,
continue to eat out at home, now we have learnt how to!
Can you convert your product into a service? Can you evolve from
selling a stand-alone product or service to integrating the two
components? Keep ahead of the game, monitor and engage with
emerging trends and technologies that might disrupt your, or your
competitors, business during this period of uncertainty and change.
We are not the first and will not be the last to forge new paths
through stressed economic conditions there are plenty of examples of
companies that have been in similar situations and survived,
we can learn from their experiences.
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In the 1920s there were two choices of packaged cereal in the US:
Kellogg’s or Post. When the depression hit, Post decided to cut
spending across the board. Kellogg’s, on the other hand, invested
heavily to develop & launch a new product: Rice Krispies. By
1933 Kellogg’s profits had risen nearly 30% & it become the
undeniable No.1 brand in the cereals market.

In the 1930s Brazilian coffee makers, faced with a surplus of coffee
approached Nestlé asking them to develop a new coffee product
that was soluble in hot water & retained its flavour. Nescafé
was born, quickly became a worldwide favourite. Although the
technology for this product was invented in 1901 at the pan
American world fair in Buffalo, it required the coffee surplus & the
drive in post-war consumer demand for more convenience, to give
the push required to develop & launch.
In the 1980s Lucozade repositioned itself from a tonic for sick children to a sports
brand, as the former was no longer relevant to its 1930s origins and Lucozade
realised there was a far bigger market targeting well, rather than sick people.
They tripled their sales in 3 years by re-positioning their product.
Take for example Airbnb; in 2007 Chesky & Gebbia rented out an air mattress in their
San Francisco living room, by December that year recession was fast approaching.
They took this as an open door to opportunity: revamping the market for short-term
accommodation for those priced out by hotels. With a cash injection from top-tier VCs
in 2009 they have since experienced explosive growth, particularly within the younger
demographic, ensuring life-long loyalty.
Netflix was in a similar situation, founded in the years leading up to the dot.com
bubble they nearly went under in 2000, putting themselves up for sale, only for the
50 million offer to be rebuffed by Blockbuster. They weathered the storm and have
now triumphed by harnessing their innovation and creativity prowess, becoming
pioneers of on demand streaming.
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So, the evidence is there, to substantiate
the claim that innovating in stressed
economic climates is the right decision.
With less competition as other companies
cut innovation and marketing budgets
there is less noise in the market meaning
good innovations will stand head and
shoulders above competition.
Take the opportunity to snap up skilled
professionals, readily available for
recruitment as companies divest skills
in the short term.

According to the McKinsey Quarterly
global innovation survey, 70% of
corporate leaders say innovation
is among their top 3 priorities for
driving growth. They also say the
most important drivers for good
innovation are their own people,
however only 34% of top managers
say innovation is part of their
leadership team’s regular agenda.

At organisations where executives are
confident and top managers say that
innovation is their single most important
priority for driving growth (11% of total)
there are some notable organisational
and cultural differences such as the use of
innovation related metrics in performance
reviews.
To achieve innovation within any business
calls for a combination of consumer
insight, creativity, category expertise and
process discipline.
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